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PENAL SANCTIONS OF THE CHURCH:
A PHILOSOPHICO – THEOLOGICAL
ORIENTATION
Kurian Thamarassery*
One may wonder at the subject that seeks to understand the
philosophical and theological basis of punishment in the Church.
“We ought not to repay injustice with injustice or do harm to any
man, no matter what we may have suffered from him” (Plato, Crito,
X.49). ‘Christianity is a religion of love, of pardon, of compassion
and fraternity and punishment is alien to the essence of Christianity.’1
For many philosophers and theologians, the idea of punishment is
not conceivable due to their concepts. However, the philosophy of
punishment and theories of punishment are integral parts of the
Philosophy of Law today. In the same way, the penal sanction is a
very perennial issue from the first Christian community onwards.
This study tries to comprehend the philosophical and the theological
orientation of the penal sanctions of the Church with special emphasis
on the Eastern Code.
*
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1.

The Penal Laws in the Church

Philosophical Notions on Punishment

The institution of state punishment is so widespread in the
contemporary world that the question of justifying is often not raised
by anybody. Without any structure of positive punishment, a normal
social order could not be imposed by law. Without any mechanism
for coercion or enforcement of legal norms, there could not be any
legal system in a state. Therefore a philosophical analysis of the
justification of punishment is important.2
‘Punishment involves the deliberate infliction of suffering on a
supposed or actual offender for an offense such as a moral or legal
transgression. Since punishment involves inflicting pain or deprivation
similar to that which the perpetrator of a crime inflicts on his victim,
it has generally been agreed that punishment requires moral as well
as legal and political justification. While philosophers almost all agree
that punishment is at least sometimes justifiable, they offer various
accounts of how it is to be justified as well as what the infliction of
punishment is designed to protect – rights, personal autonomy, and
private property, a political constitution, or the democratic process.’3
1.1. Traditional Legal Understanding of Punishment
Traditionally there are three main purposes for punishment in
civil law.4 They are retributive, deterrence, and rehabilitation
justifications. The retributive notion states that a crime should be
punished because one has broken a law. It suggests that punishment
2
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Mark Tebbit, Philosophy of Law, An Introduction, (Third Edition), Routledge,
New York, 2017, p. 242.
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/www.iep.utm.edu/punishme/
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should be proportionate to the gravity of the offence. Punishment is
an end in itself.5 The deterrence concept aims at the prevention of
the crime by punishing. It aims to teach the offender not to repeat
the offence and to dissuade others from following an offender’s
example.6 The rehabilitation principle states that the punishment aims
to restore the person who is guilty because he or she is sick. This
approach aims at curing the person through treatment and training,
that is, a human improvement on former practices.7
In the classical philosophy of law, there are two significant
theories about punishment. The utilitarian theory of Jeremy Bentham
and the retributive theory of Immanuel Kant. Bentham argued that
criminal law can only be just if it satisfies the utilitarian principle of
maximizing the aggregate pleasure of all individuals governed by it.
Utilitarians attempt to justify punishment in terms of the balance of
good over evil produced and thus focus the attention on extrinsic or
consequentialist considerations. It recognizes that punishment has
consequences for both the offender and society and holds that the
total good produced by the punishment should exceed the total evil.
Retributivists attempt a justification that links punishment to moral
wrongdoing, generally justifying the practice on the grounds that it
gives wrongdoers what they deserve; their focus is thus on the intrinsic
wrongness of crime that thereby merits punishment. For Kant, the
justification of punishment is derived from the principle of retaliation,
which is grounded in the principle of equality. 8
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The utilitarian theory is thought by many to be a major problem
on the failure to take desert (just punishment) and justice into
consideration because they seek the happiness of others by anyway
punishing the accused. Sometimes an innocent may be punished
without just legal procedure to satisfy society at large. The criticism
against the Kantian theory is that retributivism does not deter or
rehabilitate the offender. Besides, victims receive no satisfaction from
the punishment of those who have harmed them. Due to these
inadequacies, modern legal philosophers try to modify these theories.
The British legal philosopher H.L.A. Hart9 gave a synthesis of
both theories, as a third major rationale for punishment, which is
denunciation (admonition) theory. Under the denunciation concept,
punishment should be an expression of societal condemnation. The
denunciation theory is a hybrid of utilitarianism and retribution
avoiding the weaknesses10 of both theories and receiving their
strengths. It is utilitarian because the prospect of being publicly
denounced serves as a deterrent. Denunciation is likewise retributive
because it promotes the idea that offenders deserve to be punished.11
1.2. Modern Legal Understanding of Punishment
In modern times, punishment is understood in the light of
democratic principles, human rights, and modern psychology. The
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purpose of punishment is highlighted in the present-day legal thoughts.
In this regard, theories of punishment are understood on a wider
horizon. The concepts of Robert Nozick12 and Jean Hampton13 are
very important in this regard. They perceive punishment as
communicative.
Robert Nozick’s retributive theory is an attempt to do both,
to illuminate the traditional theory within the framework of a
distinctive communicative theory. He sees retributive punishment as
an act of communicative behaviour that communicates the unwelcome
message to the offender that how wrong he did was. Evaluating the
degree of responsibility, multiplied by actual harm done is the criteria
of punishment. Through such a punishment an unwelcome message
of wrongness forcefully delivered by punishment constitutes
reconnection with correct values of those who have damaged through
harmful acts. For him, to be punished is to be connected,
reconnection with correct values. Nozick presented teleological
retributivism, punishment not just for breaking the law but for
beneficial results.14 Jean Hampton sees a crime as an act of
domination or mastery over the victim and punishment is inflicting a
defeat on the wrongdoer. The offender gives a demeaning message
of domination over the offended. ‘The message conveyed by the
wrongdoer who invades the rights of another is that the other is of
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Robert Nozick (1938 – 2002) was an American philosopher. He was a Professor
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less personal worth than he or she is. It is the rightful correction of
this false representation of their relative worth that justifies the
punishment.’15 Her theory known as the moral education theory of
punishment states “the punishment is justified as a way to prevent
wrongdoing insofar as it can teach both wrongdoers and the public
at large the moral reason for choosing not to perform an offense.”16
These noted American philosophers tried to present traditional
theories in the modern context with a teleological approach. Nobody
is punished for the sake of the punishment but to communicate to
the wrongdoer about his bad acts and the others not to follow the
example. In other words, it aims at rehabilitating the offender and
the community that is affected by the crime.
1.3. Human Rights and Punishment
Human rights and punishment are well-discussed subjects in
the philosophical, legal, moral, and ethical discussions. The renewed
understanding of fundamental human rights often questions the
relevance and modality of punishment. Human rights scholars are
not very helpful to justify punishment and they approach criminal
punishment narrowly, focusing on the due process and fair trial
guarantees, and the prohibition of ill-treatment in custody. Human
right legalists, on the one hand, emphasize the need of rehabilitating
the wrongdoers, respecting their basic human privileges, and on other
hand, they have a tough position against some crimes, especially in
the context of war crimes, torture, domestic violence, spousal rape,
child abuse, hate speech, and discrimination based on gender,
15
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ethnicity, or sexual orientation. The contemporary human rights
discourse is the prevalence of a particularly strong form of
retributivism. In calling upon states to prosecute and punish
individuals, major human rights actors do not posit punishment simply
as a moral option but an absolute obligation. The principle of
proportionality of punishment to the crime, as employed in human
rights literature, turns on the abstract individual of classical penal
theory, and the split between criminal justice and social justice.17
Though the human rights activists differ in their approaches,
the UN Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) has been influenced
strongly modern legal thinking and judicial sentences. The UDHR
reaffirmed human dignity, equality, and brotherhood; the rights of
the individual, equality before the law, the right to a fair trial, right to
defence, and natural justice. This renewed understanding of human
rights is the basis for any legal, political, sociological, and political
decisions of today.
1.4. The Rationale for Penal Law of the Church
Since there was an advanced philosophical understanding of
punishment in civil law, to find out a rationale for the penal sanctions
in the Church was a request from many canonists during the revision
process of the Latin Code. Though initially, the coetus responded
to the concern through a proposed schema it was slowly abandoned.
The Latin Code retained the Church’s native and proper right to
issue sanctions without any effort at a rationale.18 This was not a
major discussion for the revision of the Eastern Code.
17
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Adnan Sattar, Criminal Punishment and Human Rights: Convenient Morality,
Routledge, New York, 2017, pp. 186-286.
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Search for a philosophical orientation for penal sanctions in
the Church is not an appropriate attempt. Unlike other societies, the
Church is a society sui generis and to find out the philosophical
rationale for punishments in the Church is a difficult task. Since canons
are for the salvation of souls, philosophical treatment of the
punishment is not a fitting effort. Therefore above mentioned
philosophical theories cannot be applied directly to the penal laws
of the Church. However, certain elements of such theories are relevant
to the Church. Indeed, the renovated legal understanding and a new
awareness of human rights influenced canonical thinking also. The
abolition of latae sententiae and the importance given for ferendae
sententiae in the Eastern legislation is the result of modern legal
thinking and post-conciliar Christian anthropology. Moreover, the
purpose of the punishment in the Church is also the same as that of
civil law, such as punishing the wrongdoer, restitution, preventing
the offender not to do any more delicts, educating the other faithful
not to follow the bad example of the offender and to rehabilitate the
offender up to his total conversion (salvation of the soul).
2.

Theological Notions on Punishment

Penal sanction has a long history in the Church, beginning from
the apostolic time, through medieval inquisition to the present day.
The Latin Code clearly states “The Church has the innate and proper
right to coerce offending members of the Christian faithful with penal
sanctions” (CIC can. 1311). A theological understanding of the penal
sanction is very important because it is generally understood today
that all canonical norms are based on the theology of Vatican II. But
the Council did not directly deal with any penal law19 and even in
19
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the conciliar documents the word delictum (offence) appears only
twice (LG 8, 9) but without any legal connotation and the word
poena (penalty) appears once (GS 45) but in another sense.20
However, the theological basis for the canonical legislation is the
novus habitus mentis of Vatican II.21
2.1. Biblical Foundation
The renowned canonist Velasio De Paolis observed that the
ecclesiastical penalties are biblically founded and deeply rooted in
the Christian tradition.22 A text from St Mathew is very important
about penal law in the Church. “If another member of the church
sins against you, go and point out the fault when the two of you are
alone… If the member refuses to listen to them, tell it to the church;
and if the offender refuses to listen even to the church, let such one
be to you as Gentile and a tax collector. Truly I tell you, whatever
you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose
on earth will be loosed in heaven” (Mat. 18:15- 18). In the primitive
Church, there was no clarity between penance and discipline of
penalty. The early Christian community had not relinquished the
responsibility to control the one who acted against faith and
disciplinary norms that bound together with the community. Doing
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penance was the general approach to the transgressors. But the
precise understanding of sin and offence or delict; crime and
punishment were gradually developed in the history of the Church.23
A brief description shows the development of the notion of
‘binding and loosing’ from the New Testament communities. Christ’s
commissioning of the disciples in the power of binding and loosing
was understood in the primitive Church as a particular apostolic
authority. This power to impose obligations necessarily includes the
power to impose sanctions.24 In the first Christian communities, the
teaching of Christ that ‘do not judge’ (Mt. 7: 1-2; Lk. 6:37) and the
apostolic teaching on the same (Rm. 2:1; 14:4, 10, 12; 1Cor. 4:5;
Jam. 2:4, 12; 4:11) were prevalent. At the same time, the early
Christian communities also responded to the guilty person in a
disciplinary manner (Mt. 18: 15-18). This Matthean pericope gives
a clear procedure of the sanction: personal correction, fraternal
advice, ecclesiastical warning, and the final sanction. Moreover, those
communities were also guided by the strict, sometimes juridical
approach of the apostles (1 Cor. 5: 1-13; 6: 1-11).25 Paul demands
that the sinner be excluded from the community to prevent corruption
within the community.26 The Apostle Paul in order to keep up the
integrity of the Christian community also admonishes the Christians
23
24
25
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O’Connor, “Trends in Canon Law: The Question of Penalties,” p. 209.
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name of the Lord Jesus on the man who has done such a thing. When you are
assembled, and my spirit is present with the power of our Lord Jesus, you are to
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in Corinth for bringing their grievances to the non-Christian judges.27
Exegetically, this Pauline pericope did not assert that the Christian
faithful had the authority to make a judgment on one another.28
However, in an analogous sense, these biblical passages assume the
power of punishment in the early Christian communities. According
to the NT understanding, the purpose of penalties is twofold – the
amendment of the delinquent and the reparation of the harm inflicted
on the community, especially scandal.29
2.2. Theological Understanding
The development of the notion of punishment in the Church,
was a slow process, from the bond of the communion of the first
Christian community, through the notion of penance of the councils
and the Fathers, to later concept of punishment. In the patristic time,
penance was an ordered process or movement of return to
Eucharistic communion.30
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hand this man over to Satan for the destruction of the flesh, so that his spirit may
be saved in the day of the Lord” (1Cor. 5: 1-5).
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– and before unbelievers at that?” (1Cor. 6: 1-6).
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Though the history of the Church is over-marked by stories of
offences and punishments from the very beginning, there are many
theologians as well as canonists who argue that penal law for the
Church is not fitting to its spirit. It would be more logical to drop the
whole idea of penal law in the Church and to talk rather of a
disciplinary Church. Such an order is not so much concerned with
judging or condemning the individual as with judging what kind of
conduct would be compatible with the nature and mission of the
ecclesiastical community.31 However, such an idea of penal law as
an ecclesiastical discipline only was not accepted by the codification.
Keeping with traditional penal sanctions and processes, the new
legislation of the Church codified norms for the punishments.
The famous canonist Thomas J. Green gave a summary of the
present-day theological understanding of the penal sanctions in the
Church. ‘The Church is a graced community of believers empowered
by Spirit to proclaim the gospel of Jesus Christ. As in any society,
the Church’s societal uniqueness is a fundamental datum to be
considered especially in dealing with the questions of penal
disciplines. The members of the Church are both graced and sinful
and embody in their lives both the power of God and the weaknesses
of human conditions. Sometimes the attitude of the faithful is contrary
to the faith or their behaviour is contrary to the Christian way of life.
This disturbs the harmony of the faith community. Church authorities
have a primary but hardly exclusive responsibility to protect the
integrity of the Church’s faith, communion, and service.’32
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Petrus Huizing, “Crime and Punishment in the Church,” Concilium (GB) 8
(1968) 57-64, p. 57.
Green, “Penal Law: A Review of Selected Themes,” p. 227.
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‘The Church cannot be indifferent to the presence of sin in its
midst if the integrity of its witness is to be taken seriously. While not
every sin is a delict, some sinful transgressions have particularly
detrimental social consequences for the exercise of the right and the
peaceful enjoyment of salvific goods by other believers. Church
authority has particular responsibility to protect the exercise of such
rights and the enjoyment of such goods. Accordingly, Church penal
actions are not so much a matter of the initiative of Church authorities
but rather the regrettable consequences of the actions of individuals
seriously disturbing or fully breaking their ties with the community.’33
The Church’s penal order does not refer primarily to the individual’s
relationship with the Lord in conscience. It is beyond the competence
of the Church rather what it principally envisioned is public act or
omission adversely affecting the community. However, penal law
also deals with certain occult, or non-public, delicts known only to
a few individuals, as in the case of solicitation in confession. This is
due to acts that may significantly harm the community and hence are
deemed matters of penal discipline.34
At the time of the revision process of Latin Code, being a
member of the Commission Thomas J. Green clarified the
ecclesiological dimension of the penal law as follows: “It is repeatedly
stressed that penal law, however, like all church law, must be rooted
in an understanding of the Church in its totality. The Church is a
community of grace and hierarchical society, a sacramental body of
believers informed by the supernatural power of the Spirit. Penal
law must be understood in service to this community. It is imperative
33
34

Green, “Penal Law: A Review of Selected Themes,” pp. 227-228.
Thomas J. Green, “Sanctions in the Church (cc. 1311-1399),” in John P. Beal,
James A. Coriden and Thomas J. Green, ed., New Commentary on the Code of
Canon Law, New York, Paulist Press, 2000, 1529-1574. p. 1529.
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that church penalties not be viewed abstractly as logical constructs
flowing from a perfect society ecclesiological model inadequately
sensitive to Vatican II insights on the Church. Contributions from
civil law at times may be helpful in the work of canonical reform.
However, we cannot forget that the relationship of canon law and
civil law is one of analogy. What is valid in discussing penal order in
secular states is not necessarily operative in the Church.”35
2.3. Pastoral Dimension
The penal law of the Church seeks to reaffirm the identity and
mission of the community and strengthen its unity. How the pastoral
care is given to the offender by punishment is a problematic question.
Punishment is the last resort to repair the guilty. It is characterized
by profound respect for the person of the offender. Basic to the
Church’s life it is the freedom of the person in response to grace to
enter the community, remain in it, and contribute to the building up
of the Kingdom of God.36
The punishment in the Church aims to bring back the erring
sheep. As it is evident from the biblical analysis of this study, penal
law is necessary so far as to keep up the integrity of the community
and the salvation of the individual. It is a pastoral duty to the whole
community and pastoral care to a person. The penal law is the last
resort to bring back an erring sheep after all other pastoral efforts
have failed. So in the present canonical legislation, the theological
rationale is more ecclesiological and pastoral.37
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2.4. Eastern Vision of Penal Sanction
The Eastern churches keep a pastoral attitude to the offender
while Latin Church kept a juridical approach. Regarding penal
matters, the canons of the Council in Trullo are the authentic sources
of reference. The Trullan canon 102, which served as the source for
many ancient penal canons, also influenced the Eastern codification
process on penal sanctions in general, and CCEO canon 1401 in
particular.38
C. 102. “Those who have received from God the power to
loose and to bind (cf. Mat. 16, 19) must consider the peculiar
nature of the sin and the readiness of the sinner for
amendment, and thus apply a suitable remedy to the illness,
lest, exceeding the mark in one or the other sense, he (sic)
should fail in obtaining the salvation of the one afflicted.
For the illness of sin is not simple in nature, but diverse and
complex, abounding in many mischievous ramifications, from
which the evil spreads further and progresses, until it is
stayed by the power of the one treating it. Therefore, he
who professes the science of spiritual healing must first
examine the disposition of the one who has sinned, and
whether he is inclined toward health or, on the contrary,
has brought the illness upon himself through his own habits;
he must observe how the other conducts his life in the
meantime: whether he is not resisting the practitioner and
the ulcer of his soul is not growing worse through the
application of the medicines employed; and thus he must
measure his mercy accordingly. For the entire concern of
God and of the one entrusted with pastoral authority is to
38

“This theological canon” is considerably abridged and slightly modified version
of c. 102 of the Trullan (Quinisext) Council of 692.”, Carl Gerold Fürst, “Penal
Sanctions in the Church (cc. 1401-1467),” in George Nedungatt, ed., A Guide to
the Eastern Code: A Commentary on the Code of Canons of the Eastern Churches,
(Kanonika 10), Rome, PIO, 2002, 787-800, p. 789.
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bring back the lost sheep and heal the serpent’s bite: neither
pushing the sufferer to the precipice of despair, nor giving
him rein to lead a dissolute or contemptuous life, but by one
or another means, be it more strive and astringent medicines,
or milder and more soothing ones, to stay the suffering and
strive for the cicatrisation of the ulcer, examining the fruits
of repentance and wisely guiding the man who is called to
the splendour on high. As the holy Basil teaches us: “We
must, then, know both ways, that of strict observance and
that of customary usage; and in the case of those who are
not amenable to strictness, we must follow the traditional
model.”39

The most important element in this sacred canon is its treatment
of offence as an illness and punishment as medicine.40 Though the
canon does not define what a crime is, it considers the crime in the
Church as “ulcer of the soul” or as “serpent’s bite.” It considers sin
as a whole and in individual situations. Punishment as the medicine
is proposed according to the gravity of the case and according to
the response of the offender. In short, the canon treated the crime in
its nature and way to proceed in imposing the punishment and
appropriate penalty.
3.

Philosophical and Theological Notions in the Eastern
Code

Unlike Latin Code, Eastern Code is more advanced legislation
concerning penal sanctions of the Church.41 One of the beautiful,
39
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George Nedungatt and Michael Featherstone, ed., The Council in Trullo Revisited,
(Kanonika 6), Rome, PIO, 1995, pp. 183-185
The ancient canon specifies that punishment is a penance that heals the wounds
caused by the delict.
Thomas J. Green, “Penal Law in the Code of Canon Law and in the Code of
Canons of the Eastern Churches: Some Comparative Reflections,” Studia
Canonica 28 (1994) 407-451, p. 407.
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highly theological, introductory canons in the Eastern Code is canon
1401. The canon is hailed as the architrave of the whole structure of
the Oriental penal laws.42 It is an outstanding canon that reveals the
mind of the Fathers of the Council and the authentic Eastern tradition.
It gives rationale and theological foundation to the penal sanctions in
the Eastern Code. Though the canon is an introductory canon for
the whole Title 27 on De sanctionibus poenalibus in ecclesia, it is
placed as the first canon of chapter 1 on De declictis et poenis in
genere. This does not mean that it introduces only that chapter.
There is no corresponding canon in CIC. Canon 1401 discloses the
spirit of the Eastern penal sanction in the Church.
C. 1401. Since God employs every means to bring back
the erring sheep, those who have received from Him the
power to loose and to bind are to apply suitable medicine to
the sickness of those who have committed delicts, reproving,
imploring and rebuking them with the greatest patience and
teaching. Indeed, they are even to impose penalties in order
to heal the wound caused by the delict, so that those who
commit delicts are not driven to the depth of despair nor
are restraints relaxed unto a dissoluteness of life and
contempt of the law.

The canon exposes that the primary aim of the penal sanction
in the Church is the search for the erring sheep that has gone astray
(Mt 18: 12-14; Lk 15: 4-7). It shows penal sanction as a positive
action for the betterment of the person who has committed the crime
and not as a punishment in the negative sense.43 After all other means
have failed in correcting the erring sheep penalty is the last resort.
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Giuseppe di Mattia, “La normativa di diritto penale nel Codex Juris Canonici e
nel Codex Canonum Ecclesiarum Orientalium,” Apollinaris 65 (1992) 149-172,
p. 160.
Fürst, “Penal Sanctions (cc. 1401-1467),” p. 789.
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Thus, the canon manifests the theological insight and the pastoral
benevolence of the East.44
3.1. The Principal Notions of the Canon
The study of the principal notions in the introductory canon
1401 requests also a certain understanding of the authority in the
Church because the penal sanction is an action of the power in the
Church. Theologically, the sacred power (potestas sacra) is the
principal structuring of the Church’s mission.45 It is a “participation
in the authority of Christ, given to the apostles by a special mandate
and brought by the Sacrament of Holy Order in the history of the
Church.”46 Vatican II affirms the sacred power (LG 10b, 18a, 27a)
but does not specify or define it.47 Canonically, the exercise of the
sacred power in the Church is understood as the power of order
and the power of governance.48 They who have been constituted in
44
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“This is no “theological lyricism.” This canon pointedly lays down definite,
supralegal, teleolgical and theological guidelines for the theoretical interpretation
as well as the practical application of the entire penal law. It indicates the basis
of the Church’s penal law; it points out the primary aim of punishments in the
Church; it alludes to the “communitarian” nature of offences; it shows the way
to proceed before imposing a penalty; and it defines penalty standards.” Fürst,
“Penal Sanctions (cc. 1401-1467),” p. 790.
Winfried Aymans, “Ecclesiological Implications of the New Legislation,” Studia
Canonica 17 (1983) 63-93, p. 87.
Aymans, “Ecclesiological Implications of the New Legislation,” p. 87.
Gianfranco Ghirlanda, “Potesta Sacra,” in Corral, De Paolis, Ghirlanda, ed.,
Nuovo dizionario di diritto canonico, pp. 803-812, p. 804.
John P. Beal clarifies the traditional view of the power in the Church. “To achieve
its end of promoting the salvation of its members, the Church-society required
and, by the will of Christ, possessed two powers, the one a sacramental power
which enabled the Church to communicate to its individual members the saving
grace of God in persona Christi and the other a social power which enabled it to
guide (and if necessary, to coerce) its members along the ways of salvation.
These two powers, the power of orders and the power of jurisdiction, were
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a sacred order are qualified for the power of governance, which is a
divine institution in the Church (c. 979 §1). They are the sacred
ministers, chosen by the competent ecclesiastical authority, through
the gift of the Holy Spirit received in sacred ordination and are
deputed to be ministers of the Church, participating in the mission
and power of Christ the pastor (c. 323 §1). They who are in the
sacred order are bishops, presbyters, and deacons (c. 325). Other
members of the Christian faithful can cooperate in the exercise of
the power of governance according to the norm of law (c. 979 §2).
The power of governance is distinguished as legislative, judicial,
and executive (c. 985). This power can be ordinary power or
delegated power (c. 981 §1) and also it can be proper and vicarious
(c. 981 § 2). The penal sanction is an executive or an administrative
power of governance.
3.2. Power to Bind and to Loose
The Eastern Code does not assert that the Church has ‘the
innate and proper right to coerce offending members of the Christian
faithful’ as in the Latin Code (c. 1311).49 On the contrary, upholding
the ancient Eastern tradition the Code assumes that Church has the
power to bind and to loose (Trullo c.102). This shows the difference
in approach to the realities of Christian life in the West and the East.
The usage “those who have received from Him the power to loose

49

equally rooted in the will of Christ for his Church, but they were distinct powers
that differed in nature, purpose, and mode of transmission.” John P. Beal, “The
Exercise of the Power of Governance by Lay People: State of the Question,” The
Jurist 55 (1995) 1-92, p. 3.
The assertion that “iux nativum et proprium Ecclesiae” to punish the Christian
faithful is criticized because contrary to the ecclesiology of Vatican II. Di Mattia,
“La normativa di diritti penale nel Codex,” p. 161. De Paolis argues that, “iux
nativum et proprium Ecclesiae,” belongs to the constitution of the Church which
is willed Christ. De Paolis, “Aspetti Teologici e Giuridici,” p. 176.
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and to bind” (ab Eo solvendi et ligandi potestatem acceperunt)
recalls the apostolic tradition, which is the life thread of any
theological, canonical and liturgical understanding of the East. By
this expression, the canon accepted the right of the Church to impose
a penal sanction, but the approach is pastoral and not juridical. The
second sentence of the canon follows from this power when stating,
“they are even to impose penalties.”
3.3. Medicinal Character of the Penal Sanction
The penal canons in the Oriental Code brought back the ancient
notion of the medicinal character of punishment in the Church. This
fidelity to the ancient tradition avoided dichotomy in the penal law,
as penitence and punishment. The very rationale for the penal
sanction in the Code is medicinal. It should be noted that the Code
did not deny any punishment in the Church but treated it with pastoral
charity.
The ancient canons treated delict or crime as a “sickness” of
the guilty person, and damage to the community. Therefore,
punishment is seen as a “medicine” and the one who imposes the
punishment is the “medico.”50 The codification history of the Eastern
Code shed light on the medicinal character as the rationale of the
penal law in the Code. Perhaps the Commission may not have
discussed all the modern legal theories, but it is important to note
that the medicinal character of the Oriental Code is very much in
tune with modern legal thinking.
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Carl Gerold Fürst, “Diritto penale e carità,” in Congregazione per le Chiese
Orientali, Ius Ecclesiarum Vehiculum Caritatis: Atti del simposio internazionale
per decennale dell’entrata in vigore del Codex Canonum Ecclesiarum
Orientalium, Città del Vaticano, 19-23 novembre 2001, Città del Vaticano, LEV,
2004, 515-534, p. 525; Erickson, “The Value of the Church’s Disciplinary Rules,”
pp. 255-261.
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3.4. Way to Penalty and Penalty Standard
The expressions, “way to penalty” and “penalty standard”51
mean: the former indicates, the methods the pastors take to correct
or to warn the one before punishing, and the latter denotes the
measure of punishment, that is, the medicinal character of the penal
law. The canon, inspired by Pauline teaching, considered penal
sanction in the Church as the last resort to bring back the erring
sheep. So the canon states that those who have received from Him
the power to loose and to bind before applying a penalty should
employ reproving, imploring, and rebuking the erring sheep with the
greatest patience and teaching. Due to the salvific nature of the
Church, she is always concerned with the salvation of souls. The
Apostle Paul entrusted Timothy to be persistent, whether the time is
favourable or unfavourable, to convince, rebuke, and encourage,
with the utmost patience in teaching all the faithful (2 Tim 4:2).
This pastoral care is applied in the case of an offender as stated
in the Trullan canon 102. The ancient canon states “therefore, he
who professes the science of spiritual healing must first examine the
disposition of the one who has sinned, and whether he is inclined
toward health or, on the contrary, has brought the illness upon himself
through his habits; he must observe how the other conducts his life
in the meantime: whether he is not resisting the practitioner and the
ulcer of his soul is not growing worse through the application of the
medicines employed, and thus he must measure his mercy
accordingly.”
The wordings in the canon “reproving, imploring and rebuking
them with the greatest patience and teaching” express a different
ecclesiology. Here the face of the Church is not that of a rigorous
51

Fürst, “Penal Sanctions, (cc. 1401-1467),” p. 790.
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judge at the time of the inquisition but a motherly Church who cares
for her children with benevolence and personal attention as reflected
in the documents of Vatican II. It is also significant that this expression
is used in the introductory canon on penal law which frames the
whole penal sanction in the Church.
The introductory canon, in its last clause also manifests the
aim of the penal law, which takes into account the modern
understanding of human rights and dignity. The penal sanction is not
intended to lead the guilty to dissoluteness of life and contempt of
the law. This expression also comes from Trullan canon 102. In
other words, the standard of penalty is to heal the wounds caused
by the delict and not to alienate the offender from ecclesial life. In
the case of imposing a penalty, the scope of the punishment is foreseen
only to repair the wound, and the sense of this reparation is twofold;
not to extinguish hope in the heart of the offender and not to leave
the guilty in the desperation of life.52
The canonist, Raffaele Coppola, after having studied the penal
canons of both codes stated that the Church intends with the penal
sanction, not only to keep the integrity of her proclamation and witness
of her faith but also, to protect the fundamental rights of the individual
in the soteriological context; even the individual coercion is in the
view of the conversion of the person and the protection of the integrity
of the community. The Eastern Code, through the operative choice
of the medicinal character, visibly manifested the mind of the Church
which is rooted in the ancient canonical tradition.53
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Conclusion
Since the Church is a society sui generis, its binding laws are
also sui generis. In the case of penal sanctions of the Church, it has
also particular characteristics. Any attempt to evaluate penal laws
of the Church in the light of modern legal theories of philosophy of
Law is not fitting. It does not mean that the canons on penal law
have no rationale but could not be fully explained by traditional
philosophical theories of punishment. The Kantian principle of
retribution that a person should be punished because he deserves
it54 cannot be applied in the penal laws of the Church but modern
theories of punishment as communication55 are more acceptable to
the Church.
In the same way, the theological underpinning of the penal law
is to be understood in a wider perspective of ecclesiology and the
pastoral mind of Vatican II. In the handling of penal laws, there is
always a danger of falling into perfect society ecclesiology which is
suitable to civil laws but alien to the ecclesiology of the Council.
Taking into account the spirit of conciliar pastoral attitude and the
eastern tradition, the Eastern Code has a developed philosophical
and theological orientation. The salient features of eastern legislation
on penal law, such as the abolition of latae sententiae, prior canonical
warning before a penalty, prior process (monitio canonica) for
imposing the penalties, and the positive imposition of works of
penance are the result of this new orientation.
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